CAN YOU CONNECT ME?
5 CONNECTING TIPS

1) LISTEN
   • John 1:19-28
     • Hearing is not the same as Listening
     • Listen for the deeper concern
       • Understand what they need
5 CONNECTING TIPS

1) LISTEN

2) CONNECT

• John 1:29-31; 35-39
  • Connect people to Christ
  • Step Out and tell people!
  • “You will never grow in your relationship and trust in God if you are never willing to step out of your comfort zone.”
5 CONNECTING TIPS

1) LISTEN
2) CONNECT
3) FOLLOW UP
   • John 3:22-30
     • We are Connectors, Not the Messiah
       • “He must become great, I must become less.”
5 CONNECTING TIPS

1) LISTEN
2) CONNECT
3) FOLLOW UP
4) GIVE YOUR ALL
   • Matthew 11:1-6
     • Even during temporary trials, point people to the Eternal God.
5 CONNECTING TIPS

1) LISTEN
2) CONNECT
3) FOLLOW UP
4) GIVE YOUR ALL
5) MANAGE YOUR TIME

• Every minute is valuable... Don’t waste it!
• Don’t be late to a conversation someone needs
CALL TO ACTION

1) LISTEN TO SOMEONE THIS WEEK
2) STEP OUT AND TALK FAITH
3) FOLLOW UP ON A PAST CONNECTION
4) SACRIFICE FOR GOD THIS WEEK
5) MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TIME
“There is something quite magical about meeting or knowing a ‘connector’. Those unique people who always seem to know how to help, or if they can’t, know someone who can and who can quickly and freely put you in touch with them. More often than not, they are the ones that make you feel at ease almost immediately, seem to understand situations even before you describe them and ooze warmth, energy and genuine interest in everything!”